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Introduction
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Hardware and Software

This configuration manual is to replicate the research from the report “A Novel Framework
for Automated External Defibrillator Deployment (FAEDD) in Identified High Risk
Residential Areas”. Within the document is a description of the hardware and software used
for the research; the list of data sets used within the research; the processing of data and
implementation of the experiments. Where appropriate screenshots of code and output are
included.

The hardware which all experiments were implemented on is listed in Table 1 and all the
software used for the experiments is in Table 2.
Table 1: Hardware used for experiments

System
Processor
(RAM)

System type

Specification
Intel(R) Core (TM) i5-4210U CPU @ 1.70GHz
2.40 GHz
16.0 GB (15.9 GB usable)
64-bit Windows Operating System, x64-based
processor

Table 2: Software Used with corresponding libraries

Software
SPSS
GeoDa

Microsoft
Office
R Studio

Library
NA
NA
Excel, Word,
Powerpoint
Tmap
Spdep
Maptools
Leaflet
Rgdal
Rgeos
Raster
Dplyr
Htmltools
Ggplot2
Tidyverse
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Version
27
1.18
2107
2.3-1
1.1-8
0.9-8
2.0.4.1
1.4-7
0.5-2
3.0-7
1.0.6
0.4.0
3.2.1
1.3.0

SpatialEpi
Car
Ape
CARBayes
Shapefiles
Sp
Sf
Purrr
Matrixcalc
INLA
INLABMA
Geosphere
Reshape2
Maxcovr*
GGally
RColorBrewer
Lattice
SemiPar
Mapview
Mapedit
Ggmap
Magrittr
GISTools
Shp2graph
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1.2.3
3.0-6
5.5
5.2.3
0.7
1.3-1
0.8-0
0.3-4
1.0-5
21.02.23
0.1-11
1.5-10
1.4.3
0.1.3.9200
1.5.0
1.1-2
0.20-38
1.0-4.2
2.10.0
0.6.0
3.0.0
1.5
0.7-4
0-5

Datasets

The data needed to rerun this experiment is zipped together within a folder and numbered in
order of use. All the files within this folder must be kept together to run the experiments, see
Figure 1. Where appropriate within the code where a CSV file is saved and used in another
piece of software e.g., R Studio to SPSS, the output of SPSS will be saved within the folder.
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Figure 1: Image illustrating project files to run this code. Ensure these files are saved to
directory.
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Pre-processing Data

Upon downloading the data, the data was cleaned and organised either manually by saving
into a CSV or through programming R. A description of each dataset is described below with
specific actions to pre-process the data.

4.1 AED Data
Within the zipped data folder there are two datasets 1) the raw data as received by the HSE
entitled “RAWAED CSO Small Areas Jan2021_SMORAN30MAR2021” see Figure 2 and 2)
the structured labelled data entitled “AED_CFR_GRoup_Final.csv” see Figure 3. The
original dataset has four columns with ID, Small Area Code, CSO Code and CSO Ed Name.
This data had to be manually checked against the CSO GeoHive website
https://census2016.geohive.ie/datasets/electoral-divisions-cso-generalised20m/explore?location=53.082175%2C-6.355948%2C9.97&showTable=true to code each of
the AEDs to the relevant electoral division. The new coded data was saved to the second file
where the GUID, GEOGID and GEOGDESC codes for the electoral division were included.
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Figure 2: Raw data of AED locations to small area code.
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Figure 3: Manually tagged data to electoral division

4.2 CFR Data
Within the zipped data folder there are two datasets 1) the raw data as received by the HSE
entitled “RAWCopy of CFRs JAN 2021” see Figure 4 and 2) the structured labelled data
entitled “AED_CFR_GRoup_Final.csv” see Figure 3. This had to be manually checked
against the CSO GeoHive website to code every electoral division to the correct AED
location. This dataset required attention to detail as there was no corresponding CSO code to
the census, so each name had to be checked manually against the GeoHive website.
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Figure 4: Raw CFR dataset with no census codes.

4.3 Census 2016 & OSI Data
Both files were downloaded directly from the CSO website using the 20m version. The raw
census 2016 data is in an excel entitled “RAWCENSUS_SAPS2016_ED3409” see Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Raw Census 2016 data from the CSO website

The census data was edited in Excel and resaved as a CSV. The age columns for
Male, Female and Total were summed by years 0-49 and 50+. There was a new variable
created called Age50percent which accounts for the total percentage population of each
electoral
division
above
the
age
of
50.
This
CSV
was
entitled
“Data_Ex2B_CSO_Variables.csv” Figure 6.

Figure 6: CSO edited data in excel
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4.4 Irish Road Network
This
was
downloaded
as
a
shapefile
directly
from
the
website
http://download.geofabrik.de/europe/ireland-and-northern-ireland.html
and
entitled
“gis_osm_roads_free_1”. Figure 7-9 illustrates the road network derived from the code
described in section 5.5. This dataset crashed the computer several times due to
computational issues. Ensure there is enough memory to run the code before loading in the
road network data. See R Code entitled “MemoryCode.r” to increase memory limit.

Figure 7: Various Road network levels in Dublin County and city

Figure 8: Dublin residential road network against electoral divisions.
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Figure 9: Electoral Divisions against residential road network in County Offaly
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Experiment Implementation

5.1 SIR Calculation
The Standardised Incidence Ratio (SIR) was calculated in R Studio using the CSV file
“Data_Ex2B_CSO_Variables.csv” and was saved to the data frame “Data_SIR” with two
files saved to CSV 1) “SIR_ABOVE1_Exp2B.csv” and 2) “Data_SIR_healthNoFair.csv”.
The variable Age50plus was also created within this code and the summary function was
used to apply the statistics to table 1 in the report Figure 10.
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Figure 10: SIR Code results and creation of Age50plus variable

5.2 Principal Component Analysis
The columns were selected from the census excel and saved into a CSV entitled
“MaterialDeprivation_ResearchProject.csv” to upload to R Studio to apply standardisation
and to clean the data to remove punctuation. Standardization was applied using the base
package in R.
Once the data was standardised a CSV was created entitled
“MatDep_standardize2.csv” to upload to SPSS Figure 11.
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Figure 11: SIR Code results and creation of Age50plus variable

Within SPSS PCA was applied to the data relying on the Eigenvalues to determine the
components and then rerun a second time specifying two components. The method relying
on the Eigenvalues was used for the report.
See SPSS files entitled
“MatDep_Experiment2blatest.sav.spv” and MatDep_Experiment2B.sav[DataSet1].
See
screenshot in Figure 12 and 13. The output of PCA was saved into a CSV and entitled
“SPSS_MatDepOutputforR” Figure 14.
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Figure 12: Output of PCA in SPSS

Figure 13: Output of R of standardized data
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Figure 14: Material Deprivation Scores from SPSS in CSV to upload to R

5.3 Queen’s Matrix
R code was created to apply the Queen’s Matrix however some islands and electoral
divisions were omitted totalling 100. These had to be manually connected in GeoDa by
importing
the
shapefiles
(“c99096be-cff8-4729-b967-ebd104afdb012020328-1nubkfi.o4ctb”) for the electoral divisions and the data created in R (“TotalCARData.csv”) to
merge in Geoda and output as a shapefile Figure 15.
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Figure 15: Merged data in GeoDa including creation of Queen’s Matrix

The Queen’s matrix was created with this information and the EDOSI codes were manually
tagged to all 100 missing electoral divisions. The first row represents the electoral division to
be manually tagged to a neighbour, the second number is the number of neighbours and the
next line is the codes for each neighbour Figure 16 & 16a.
This text file
(EDIEDOSI_Queen3409.gal) was then uploaded to GeoDa and symmetry applied to connect
the neighbours together. This was saved as a Gal file named “TestSummetric27” Figure 14.
The data was then all saved together as a shapefile under the same name. NB the current files
in the ZIP folder has the GeoDa data saved onto the file. However, Geoda is very simple to
use, it is recommended to download the software.
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Figure 16: Raw CSO codes for Queen’s matrix

Figure 16a: Queen’s matrix neighbour connections on map of Ireland

Within Geoda each of the variables intended for use in the Bayesian CAR models were tested
for Auto Spatial Correlation using the Moran’s I univariate statistic. The results are
illustrated in figure 17. The final dataset in Geoda was saved to as a shapefile under the
15

name “c99096be-cff8-4729-b967-ebd104afdb012020328-1-nubkfi.o4ctb” and imported into
R.

Figure 17: Moran’s I statistic for each variable.

At the end of the R script 5.3 Queens Matrix, the CART model was created. See image
below of code and results Figure 18.

Figure 18: CART model indicating relationship between age, material deprivation, AED and
CFR groups per electoral division.

5.4 Bayesian Car Models
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The GeoDa dataset was imported into R and the name was converted to bvb.sp. In Figure 19
the import is illustrated as well as the import of the GAL file with the neighbour matrix and
the libraries to run the Bayesian CAR models. The final line of code in Figure 19 is
converting the longitude and latitude coordinates to Ireland.

Figure 19: Import of Geoda data, Queen’s matrix and conversion to matrix, libraries for
implementing Bayesian CAR models and conversion of longitude and latitude coordinates.

Within this code there were map related to SIR were created but weren’t used in the report
due to space Figure 20.
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Figure 20: Code illustration of maps and some models that weren’t used.

There was a total of 40 Bayesian models applied to the dataset. Figure 21 illustrates the
breakdown of the variables for the model and the set up of code per type of mode. Each
group of models is labelled, and seed set to replicate results. There is also a function for this
MCMC Poisson model to calculate the posterior values and the risk probability.

Figure 21: Code illustrating set up for the models and BYM MCMC Poisson model.
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Figure 22 illustrates the results from the MCMC BYM Poisson model.

Figure 22: Results of BYM MCMC Poisson Model.
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Figure 23: Code and summary results of MCMC BYM Poisson model.

Post MCMC BYM Poisson model, the INLA models were implemented. See figure 24 for
code of IID model and BYM model with gaussian. There is also code to create a map of the
posterior values.

Figure 24: Code to implement INLA IID and BYM Gaussian models
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Figure 25: Output of models specifically INLA BYM models 7g and 6g

The next models created were the IID and BYM Poisson models which follows the same
pattern of code as the previous models. See figure 26 and 27.

Figure 26: INLA BYM and IID Poisson Models

Figure 27: Sample of results from INLA BYM and IID Poisson models
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Post model creation, the fitted values were applied to the map of Ireland for each of the 5
models. Figure 28 shows the code in action and Figure 29 the final map. This was not
included in the final report due to space.

Figure 28: Code for 5 maps being created that illustrate the distribution of Posterior values of
models

Figure 29: Final maps of electoral division with posterior values of each optimal model.

The relevant data related to cateogrical data that was used to create the maps of the posterior
values were saved to the csv file “finalmodels.csv”. This information was used to construct
table 3 in the document illustrating the 56 common electoral divisions from the models.

5.5 MCLP
A clean shapefile of electoral divisions and the road network was imported into R. Both files
were filtered to Offaly with the correct coordinates attached to both. The road network, a
spatial lines file, was filtered to the residential road network for Offaly Figure 9 & 30.
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Figure 30: Code for road network filter for Offaly with plot for road network and coordinates
for North, South, East and West.

The
coordinates
for
potential
AED
locations
were
sought
using
https://gis.stackexchange.com/questions/407535/calculate-distance-from-centroid-to-borderof-spatial-polygon-in-r Figure 31.
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Figure 31: Code for coordinates to the border of every electoral division.

A function was created to determine the points from the coordinates to the boundary north,
south, east and west. These points were then allocated per boundary in a list with point file
for each 3409 boundaries. The points were then converted to longitude and latitude
coordinates. The ID number (1768) was referenced to the original shapefile to find Birr, the
area to test the AED framework. The list was converted to a matrix and the correct names of
the variables added (long/lat) with an ID list Figure 31 & 32.
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Figure 32: Code for coordinates to the border of every electoral division and filtering to Birr

In Figure 33 the road network and electoral divisions were overlaid to find the coordinates on
the residential road network which is in highlighted in orange.
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Figure 33: Code to select coordinates for OHCA location in the residential area

The next step (Figure 34) is to create points in every direction to the border based on the
number of 400 metre points to the border from Figure 31.
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Figure 34: Code to select coordinates for potential AED location to boundary.
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The final coordinates were saved as a list with do.call code to identify the longitude and
latitude coordinates.

Figure 35: Do.call function to combine all the created coordinate lists in various directions.

The maxcovr package is not on cran in R and will need to be downloaded using the following
code from Figure 36. Within this figure is also the distance calculation for the matrix for
MCLP,

Figure 36: Code to install maxcovr library which is not on cran for MCLP

The final part is the application of MCLP which is illustrated in Figure 37 for each of the
distances of 100 metres to 400 metres.
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Figure 37: Code to apply MCLP to the datasets created for potential aed locations
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Figure 38: Results of MCLP
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